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Abstract
Cross-country skiing consists of different performance relevant components. In this study we aimed to analyze downhill and uphill skills in a sample of young cross-country skiers in order to compare them to each other to provide training recommendations accordingly and to make recommendations for an easy applicable performance diagnostic protocol in cross-country skiing for young athletes. Therefore, twelve cross-country skiers absolved two performance tests: an exhausting uphill course as well as the same course downhill. Course times, maximum and average heart rates, blood lactate concentration, BORG-Scale (6-20) were measured uphill respectively downhill. Interestingly a close relationship between body weight and downhill course time was detected ($R^2 = 0.754$) pointing out relevance of this parameter. Athletes now can position themselves within the sample as good uphill or downhill skier and analyzes allow cross-country skier to position himself as good uphill or downhill skier. When detected weaknesses in downhill skiing eccentric muscle activity could be specifically trained e.g. due some days with alpine skiing. When identifying deficits in downhill skiing cardiovascular system should be prioritized, which even in young athletes could be done with a high-intensity training block?
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Introduction
Cross-country skiing has become more popular and popular. From a way of moving having its origin over 4000 years in hunters and mountain men in the north a challenging, highly technically sports form has developed [1-6]. Besides the performance sector the sports also has an enormous development in recreational area and prevention representing the increased demand for this form of exercising [3]. Luckily despite the large number of sportsmen participating injury risk can be taxed as small [7,8].

Trying to circumscribe physical requirements for recreational sportsmen especially cardio vascular system is to mention. In the area of the performance oriented recreational sportsmen especially the technical component becomes crucial pinpointing the interaction of endurance and technical component. Depending on performance level in good recreational sport area with the respective equipment faster and more effective techniques can be used with higher rhythm pinpointing the relevance of the interaction of endurance and technical factors [1]. When trying to define the general performance capacity of a cross-country skier maximum oxygen consumption can be mentioned ($V_{\text{O}}_2$ max) pinpointing relevance of cardiopulmonary system and functional capacity of skeletal muscle [9]. Without doubts the relevance of technique and therefore of coordinative and proprioceptive skills together with cardiopulmonary system seems to be crucial for the physical performance [9].

Therefore, the longer the race distance e.g. 50 km versus Sprint the more relevant-above threshold-can be exercised [9]. Physiological capabilities in cross-country skiing underlie classical restriction of endurance sports and can be compared for example with marathon or half-marathon running [10]. For example substrate mobilization from fat respectively loaded glycogen reserves can be mentioned as limiting parameter [10-12]. Necessity of training specify implies hints that cardio-vascular system depending from intensity of exercising adapts accordingly (e.g. in runners different cardiac adaptions than in rowers [13,14]. Trying to combine the different components of a good recreational cross-country skier to analyze in detail, different characteristics can be mentioned. A first approximation deliver anthropometric reasons, except in steep uphill parts, heavier cross-country skier seem to have an advantage [15]. The aspect of relevance of anthropometric factors for short versus long
distance races yielded to a drift whereby cross-country skier focusing on sprint distance had a higher BMI [16].

To sum up the performance determining factors result from the high muscular whole body usage of upper and lower extremity with a resulting high uptake of oxygen (VO2 max) combined with the ability to tolerate high lactazid concentrations in skeletal muscle [3-6,17-19]. Therefore hints can be deciphered that the technical and sport motoric development in cross-country skiing increases relevance of upper body for moving forward respectively hints exist that performance is mainly determined by the strength of upper body [7,12,20]. Besides the relevance of cardio pulmonic system proprioception and equilibrium has to be mentioned. Especially equilibrium is for example for downhill skiing respectively gliding abilities especially with the new material of high relevance. With the new material even by recreational sportsmen in downhill speed of over 50 km/h can be achieved, in performance oriented cross-country skiers speed from 60 till 80 km/h and even more in well-prepared tracks are not seldom [7].

Especially downhill parts are signed by further requirements of skeletal muscle system and especially eccentric muscle contraction becomes more important [21,22]. Eccentric muscle contraction is necessary for breaking or stooping a movement or when energy is absorbed or while breaking or absorbing energy in downhill skiing. In cross-country skiing the eccentric muscle activity is crucial whereby especially activity of M. quadriceps femoris becomes important and becomes a crucial performance determining factor [21-26]. The above mentioned reveals that cross-country skiing besides the without doubts important cardiopulmonary component is signed by further biological elements of equilibrium and the ability of eccentric muscle activity. The combination of these factors determines performance capacity of a cross-country skier. Besides the initially mentioned measurement of VO2 max more possibilities of quantifying relevant factors [27]. What is generally missed is a simple an easy applicable performance diagnostic protocol allowing in an easy applicable manner to conduct a performance diagnostic with young cross-country skier respectively young skiers to sensible them for the thematic. This yields to the aim of this study to analyze different performance determining factors in a sample of young cross-country skiers concerning interaction of different parameters allowing relevant recommendations for individual training.

Material and Methods

Participants

Twelve youth cross-country skier (12.4 ± 2.1 years, 48.6 ± 14.3 kg, 161 ± 8.3 cm) with regular cross-country skiing activity and good recreational level. Participants were informed and consent for study was obtained. Participants were advised to be rested, under normal nutrition. All participants absolved uphill and downhill skiing parts.

Field measurements and Equipment

Field measurements consisted of an exhaustive cross-country course uphill as well as downhill. Participants were advised to go to their performance limit. Measurements took place on the course Salwideli (Luzern/Entlebuch/Switzerland) (Figure 1) on around 1350 meter altitudes, which has to be considered when comparing measured values with other studies [25,28,29]. Course of ascent and descent were the same and distance was around 500 meters, difference in altitude was about 60 meter. Lactate values of uphill and downhill courses were measured immediately after arrival. Between ascent and descent participants had to rest till a rest breathe frequency (about 20 breathes per minute) were achieved. This yielded to a break of around 2 minutes for the majority of the sample aiming to simulate a situation of a difficult ascent with relatively shortly following of a descent. Measurements of Lactate were always conducted immediately after arrival with Lactate One/Axonlab/ Aarau/Switzerland with capillary blood sample from ear and BORG-Scale (6-20) was applied [30]. Heart rate was measured with Polar Heart Rate gear (R300/Polar/Zug/Schweiz). All measurements were made in good weather condition and temperature around 0 degrees.

Figure 1: The area the study was conducted (Salwideli/ Entlebuch/Switzerland).

Statistical procedures

For course times uphill and downhill mean and standard deviations of lactate, maximum and average heart rate and BORG-Scale (6-20) were calculated [31]. For analyzing relationship between courses times of uphill and downhill a linear regression as well as coefficient of determination were calculated. Furthermore, coefficient of determination between courses times uphill and downhill of ascent and body weight. Data were analyzed with SPSS (IBM, USA) and Excel (Microsoft, USA).

Results

Table 1 shows the different values of course times uphill and downhill, heart rate max as well as average, lactate and BORG-Scale (6-20). It has to be considered, that relatively high values of lactate concentration of more than 10 mmol/l were measured. Figure 2 shows the different course times. Skiers below the
mean (horizontal line) have to be taxed as over average in uphill course respectively downhill course. Figure 3 shows the linear regression of course times uphill (x-Axis) versus downhill (y-axis) implying the slower someone was uphill the faster the skier is downhill ($R^2=0.7082$). If searching for reasons for good uphill skiers versus good downhill skiers beside the intuitive reason of fatigue after ascent body weight can be mentioned. The calculated relationship between body weight and downhill time revealed an astonishing high coefficient of determination of $R^2=0.754$, which correlates with other findings and points out relevance of body weight [15,16].

Table 1: Mean and standard deviation of uphill and downhill courses ($n=12$).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Time (sec)</th>
<th>Heart Rate Max (Beats/ min)</th>
<th>Heart Rate Average (Beats/ min)</th>
<th>Lactate (mmol/l)</th>
<th>BORG-Scale (6-20)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>uphill</td>
<td>191.0 ± 29.1</td>
<td>187.2 ± 7.4</td>
<td>162.2 ± 6.7</td>
<td>10.4 ± 4.1</td>
<td>18.7 ± 0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downhill</td>
<td>48.4 ± 4.6</td>
<td>165.6 ± 7.1</td>
<td>139.2 ± 11.7</td>
<td>10.0 ± 2.5</td>
<td>12.0 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Average courses times of uphill and downhill. Mean and standard deviation are given ($n=12$).

Figure 3: Course times uphill (x-axis) versus downhill (y-axis) calculated as linear regression ($R^2=0.7082$).

Hereby it is to mention that body weight is not a sharp parameter and should not be used solely e.g., for measurements of lean mass seems to be as parameter for performance diagnostic more accurate [32]. Concerning rate of perceived exertion it can be mentioned, that the correlative relationship between heart rate and BORG-Scale (6-20) in ascent was 0.51 war and was reduced to 0.02 while descent. Between BORG-Scale (6-20) and Lactate in ascent -0.11 as well as in descent 0.31, whereby these relationships have to be taxed as small due to measurements of very high validity of BORG-Scale (6-20) [33]. This might be due to the fact that skiers went to their performance limit with maximum exertion reducing analyzed range (E.g. standard deviation of BORG-Scale uphill 0.4).

Discussion

The aim of this study was to develop an easy and applicable performance protocol for young recreational cross-country skiers, which allow them to conduct a performance diagnostic in an easy manner. Therefore, twelve cross-country skiers absolved an uphill and downhill course till exhaustion with immediately following of measurements of lactate, heart rate and BORG-Scale (6-20). These two field tests allow now the young athlete to position itself as more good in uphill versus downhill skiing (Figures 2 & 3). Both tests were absolved till exhaustion, which is in accordance with the high average blood lactate concentration of 10 mmol/l (Table 1). Thereby it’s to mention that the high detected concentration of blood lactate concentrations producing muscular fatigue does also have a protective effect on muscle [34]. Pedersen, Nielsen [35] could show that Lactate has a positive effect on performance of a tired muscle while influencing activity of Cl--channels, which are essential for action potentials [35].

Combing back to the performance protocol respectively field tests. Especially for young athletes, trainers have with this method a possibility to detect juniors willing to go to their performance borders. These athletes should be carefully observed keeping in mind negative effects for example of overtraining. Furthermore, for this sample it can be mentioned, that the better in ascent the slower in descent. Reasons for these results can be detected in the high lactate concentrations (in some athletes up to 15 mmol/l) after ascent, reducing downhill skiing abilities while descent implying that in the break between ascent and descent a complete reduction into lactate rest states of 2 mmol/l was not possible. Furthermore, the finding that heavier cross-country skiers were faster in downhill can be well connected with newer findings, whereby sprint cross-country skiers were heavier than on long courses (10,15,30,50 km races) [16,32]. Muscular usage is different (force versus endurance) and different requirements on organ systems evoke consequently.

Even in the here conducted protocol descent was characterized through a short time of exercise compared to ascent. Furthermore, also for physical reasons - performing a huge amount of kinetic energy [$1/2 \times \text{mass} (\text{kg}) \times \text{velo} \text{city}^2 (\text{m/ sec})$] is necessary to be transformed into potential energy while...
ascent \([\text{mass (kg) \times gravity constant (m/sec\(^2\)) \times height (m)}]\). To summarize, the aim of this study was to analyze the relationship of different performance determining elements in cross-country skiing. Figures 2 & 3 allow now a cross-country skier to position itself in the sample. If deficits exist in the important ascent abilities, cardio-pulmonary system should be trained. If deficits in the important downhill abilities are detected especially eccentric muscle activity should be trained. To simplify, ascent stimulates cardio-pulmonary system while descent stimulates downhill skills.

It has to be considered, that participants were advised to ascend as fast as possible but no technical restrictions were made (classic versus skating V1 or V2). It can be mentioned, that when using proper technique no difference in oxygen consumption in skating sub techniques V1 versus V2 could be detected [36,37]. Other studies reveal that ascent is of major importance implying relevance to train cardiovascular system constantly [18]. Even in youngsters a High-intensity Training block could improve performance capacity substantially [38]. Willing to quantify itself in the sample. If deficits exist in the important ascent abilities, cardio-pulmonary system should be trained. If deficits in order to improve total performance.

Practical Implications

a) The here presented protocol allows skiers to position itself as good ascent or descent cross-country skier.

b) This allows secondary to make individual training recommendations in the way that good cross-country skier with deficits in downhill or ascent should specifically train deficits in order to improve total performance.

c) When deficits in the important ascent abilities can be detected it is recommended to specifically train the cardiovascular system. Even in young cross-country skier this can be done with a high-intensity training block.
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